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SEAL Team Six - Wikipedia The United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group (NSWDG), commonly known as DEVGRU or SEAL Team Six, is the
U.S. Navy component of the Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC). It is often referred to within JSOC as Task Force Blue. DEVGRU is administratively
supported by Naval Special Warfare Command and operationally commanded by the Joint Special Operations Command. Six (TV Series 2017â€“2018) - IMDb Navy
SEAL Team Six attempt to eliminate a Taliban leader in Afghanistan when they discover an American citizen working with the enemy. Meet Navy SEAL 6: The
team that killed Osama - NDTV.com Meet Navy SEAL 6: The team that killed Osama Updated: May 05, 2011 00:18 IST One of the world's most dreaded terrorists,
Osama bin Laden, was finally killed by American forces on Sunday.

The Birth of SEAL Team Six - HISTORY Though only two SEAL teams existed at that time, Marcinko called the new group SEAL Team Six, supposedly because
he hoped Soviet analysts would overestimate the size of the U.S. force. United States Navy SEALs - Wikipedia In the early morning of 1 May 2011 local time, a team
of Navy SEALs of the Naval Special Warfare Development Group (DEVGRU), previously called "SEAL Team 6", along with a Belgian Malinois Military Working
Dog (named "Cairo"), supported by Special Activities Division officers on the ground, killed Osama bin Laden in Abbottabad, Pakistan about 35 miles (56 km) from
Islamabad in a CIA operation. Navy SEALs | Rainbow Six Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia The original article was at United States Navy SEALs. The list of
authors can be seen in the page history . As with Rainbow Six Wiki , the text of Wikipedia is available under the CreativeCommons BY-SA 3.0 License.

Train to Become an Elite U.S. Navy SEAL - Navy.com The Navyâ€™s Sea, Air and Land Forces â€“ commonly known as SEALs â€“ are expertly trained to deliver
highly specialized, intensely challenging warfare capabilities that are beyond the means of standard military forces.
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